Vote Sarah for SU President (UG)

#BringTheSUToYou

Hi, I'm Sarah (she/her) and I'm running to be your next UG President. I've been listening to and standing up for students throughout my time at Cambridge, from fighting for workload reduction during tripos reform, to restructuring rent at Fitz to save students money. I know how hard it can feel to fit in here, so if you share my vision for a supportive, inclusive Cambridge, vote for me and we can build it together.

Resits and Better Exam Adjustments
- Fight to introduce resits to make assessment fairer
- A more accessible exam adjustments and mitigations process

Mental Health support that goes further than posters and coasters
- Standardise training for tutors
- A wellbeing coordinator every college to signpost students
- Easier access to ongoing university support and counselling

Tackling the Workload Problem
- Push for structural reform to change the culture of overwork
- Work with academic reps to create tripos specific solutions
- Deliver lecture capture for all students

More Resources for Societies
- Increase society grants to support all student groups
- Make room booking easier (and free!) across all colleges

Make Cambridge more Affordable
- Standardise and increase bursary funding
- Empower JCR reps to negotiate below inflation rent rises

Real Climate Action
- Fight for a proper, funded plan to get the university to net zero
- Improve the sustainability and heat efficiency of uni buildings
- Demand an end to fossil fuel and arms funding

Experience
- Fitz JCR President (2022 – 23)
- SU Class Act Campaign Secretary (2021 – 22)
- Classics Faculty Rep (2021 – 22)

I've fought to deliver real change for students, and I'm ready to lead the SU to do the same.

Vote Here!

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1deQ6wZxLpjAQAjUs9pC3tk8TQvOxrCh